Compact revolving doors
Besam RD-200 series
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems

Great solutions come in compact
packages

The ideal solution for public buildings, hotels or office spaces.

Our entrance automation advisors support you throughout
your building project.

Compact revolving doors combine the climate-control
advantages of a revolving door with security and convenience.

ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems’ revolving door range now gives customers even
more value for money as the innovative new features are standard equipment on
all its revolving doors. The re-designed Besam three and four-wing compact revolving doors have cut the doors’ energy consumption while stepping up their performance, as well as making them easier to operate on site or remotely.
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Next-generation control system
Touchscreen mode selector
Remote online operation
Spotlights/downlights
Water-resistant cover
Emergency break-out system
Additional safety on rotating section
Disabled push button
Access control in one or both directions
Environmental product declarations are available
Intrusion Protection package available with Night Closing Doors

Convenience
The larger diameters in the three and four-wing
compact revolving door range are ideal for people
carrying luggage, for example, at a hotel entrance.
The smaller diameters are suitable for moderate
pedestrian traffic.
Safety
All ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems revolving doors
are equipped with a full range of motion detectors
and sensors as standard, making personal safety
a priority. As an option, customers can add an
emergency break-out system that creates a clear,
unimpeded evacuation path through the door in case
of an emergency.
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Add an emergency break-out
system to create a clear,
unimpeded evacuation path
through the door in case of an
emergency.

ASSA ABLOY, Besam, Crawford, Megadoor and Albany, as words and logotypes, are examples of trademarks owned by
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems or companies within the ASSA ABLOY Group.

Adding a touch of class

Operating modes to user statistics at your fingertips.

Access your three and four-wing compact revolving door
via a secure Internet connection.

"A variety of ceilings and lighting
configurations can be incorporated
into the revolving door."
Cutting-edge features
The touchscreen mode selector is part of the standard
offer and performs as beautifully as it looks. This sleek
touch-screen control panel provides a user-friendly,
graphical overview of your door’s configuration, and is
not just the perfect partner for the control system, but
also an attractive complement to your revolving door.
With the touchscreen mode selector, you can access
usage statistics, check the door’s service status and
even perform a range of diagnostic functions depending on access rights and user level.

Cleaner lines due to new cladding technology. Multiple profiles
and colors to choose from.

The beauty within
The control system is the next-generation drive
unit for Besam revolving doors, and it’s nothing less
than state-of-the-art. Together with the full range of
monitored sensors that are standard in our doors, it
provides smooth operation that is fully optimized for
efficiency and personal safety.
E-functionality
Revolving doors have always been convenient for
building visitors. Now, with the introduction of
e-functionality, they can be just as convenient for those
in charge of overseeing them.
Thanks to cutting-edge technology in the
control system, you can configure and operate your
door at a distance via our web interface as if on site
using the touchscreen mode selector.

Beautiful aesthetics

Sustainability

Cutting-edge

• Superior cladding technology
for beatiful clean lines, a great
choice of finishes and glass,
as well as ceilings and lighting
configurations, to match any
building.

• Environmental product
declaration (EPD) available.
Multiple compartments and
sealing ensure minimal air
exchange and optimum energysavings

• Improved performance and
operation with the nextgeneration control system,
eFunctionality and touchscreen
mode selector.
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ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems is a leading supplier of entrance automation
solutions for efficient flow of goods and people. With our globally recognized
product brands Besam, Crawford, Megadoor and Albany, we offer products
and services dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for safe, secure,
convenient and sustainable operations.
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems is a division within ASSA ABLOY.
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ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems

Follow us:

Tel: +46 (0)10 47 47 000
info.aaes@assaabloy.com
assaabloyentrance.com

Please enter ASSA ABLOY Entrance
in the channel's search field.

